The aim of water distribution design is to size and configure a system so that it meets existing and future demands while providing pressures above a minimum level for service and fire protection. Extended period simulation ͑EPS͒ is used in design to determine network pressures under varied diurnal demand patterns. In EPS, diurnal demands are almost invariably assumed to change in unison, or in statistical terms, to be strongly correlated in space. This paper first tests this common assumption by investigating the extent to which cross correlation in demand affects the mean and standard deviation of pressure heads in water networks, and then investigates how cross correlated demands can influence capital costs in network design. Preliminary findings from two examples indicate that the standard deviation of pressure head and capital costs can be sensitive to the level of cross correlation between nodal demands. Thus a realistic assessment of cross correlation in demand can lead to a more economical design.
Introduction
Modeling current and future water demand remains the most challenging activity in water distribution system design. To facilitate the process somewhat, geographic information systems ͑GIS͒ are increasingly being co-opted to assign water demand to network nodes based on user classifications ͑e.g., residential, commercial, industrial, institutional, etc.͒. When data on individual users is scarce, it is common to assign identical diurnal demand curves to all users of the same type. For example, all residential water users might be assigned a diurnal curve characterized by large peaks at the start and end of the work day, with slack periods during the early morning and mid-afternoon ͑Fig. 1͒. Similarly, all commercial users are assigned a diurnal curve that rises and falls sharply, and that is flat during the workday period ͑Fig. 1͒. In reality, each house, business, manufacturing plant, etc. has a unique diurnal curve ͑Boulos et al. 2004͒ that reflects the specific water needs and preferences of that user.
Recent studies have shown that residential water demand makes up the majority of water use in an urban water distribution network. Billings and Jones ͑1996͒ found that at the national level, residential demand accounts for 50-60% of total municipal water use in the United States. Studies by Flack ͑1982͒ and Raftelis Financial Consultants et al. ͑2000͒ found that residential water use can be as high as 75% in some systems. These statistics imply that the residential user type, and its diurnal pattern, often dominates the overall diurnal demand variation in many network models. This regime creates a situation in which the majority of nodal demands in a network model are synchronous. In statistical terms, nodal demands in a network model are often perfectly correlated in space.
Applying a single diurnal pattern to residential users in a network model implies that residential users-and thus the majority of users-react simultaneously and in exactly the same way to normal and peak demand conditions. In real systems, users respond to normal and peak conditions ͑e.g., hot summer day͒ based on their particular preferences, social habits, financial constraints, etc. which are partially independent of the preferences of others. Most of the time, users have little information about what is happening elsewhere or about the water-consumption patterns of others. Together, all these considerations imply that demands at individual consumption points in real water distribution networks are imperfectly correlated under normal and peak conditions. The term "imperfectly correlated" implies that demand pairs are not exactly synchronous.
The aim of this paper is to explore ͑and partly challenge͒ the common design assumption that most users draw water from a network in accordance with a single diurnal pattern, or in statistical terms, that demands are perfectly correlated in space during normal and peak conditions. Specifically, the paper explores to what extent cross correlation between demands influences the hydraulic performance of a system, namely in the mean and standard deviation of pressure head. This analysis is directed towards large systems ͑i.e., transmission and network trunk mains͒ where municipal demands dominate the design, and where fire flow considerations play only a minor role ͑fire flows are thus not considered in this paper͒. The second objective is to investigate to what extent cross correlated demands influence the pipe cost of a network to achieve a desired level of hydraulic reliability. Indeed, a clearer picture of the spatial correlation between pairs of demands at the design stage can lower network costs. It thus follows that the reduction in design/rehabilitation costs can justify the time, cost, and resources needed to collect demand data in the field. The stated objectives are explored via two examples. In the first example, the relationship between cross correlated demands and hydraulic performance is investigated in a transmission main with no storage. In the second example, Monte Carlo simulation ͑MCS͒ is applied to investigate the relationship between cross correlation in demand and hydraulic performance in the realistic network of Alperovitz and Shamir ͑1977͒ that includes pumps and tank storage. The network of Alperovitz and Shamir ͑1977͒ is also used to explore how correlated demands can influence pipe sizes and network costs in design.
Definition of Cross Correlation
Since it is a major focus of this paper, the idea of cross correlation is described briefly. Cross correlation relates to the interdependence between two spatial variables X and Y, at a particular point in time. In the context of water distribution systems, X might refer to the value of demand at a particular node, and Y to the value of demand at an adjacent or distant node. The degree of interdependence, or correlation, between X and Y is measured by the covariance, or the average product of pairs of deviations of X and Y from their respective mean values X and Y , such that
As indicated in ͑1͒, the covariance of X and Y is calculated with m pairs of x i , y i values. The demands X and Y are said to be positively correlated when their values are large ͑or small͒ at the same time ͓Fig. 2͑a͔͒, or when the product of their respective deviations in ͑1͒ is positive. Similarly, demands X and Y are said to be negatively correlated ͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒ when large X values occur with small Y values ͑or vice versa͒. This occurs when the product of their respective deviations in ͑1͒ is negative. When X and Y are independent, no high-low relationship exists ͓Fig. 2͑c͔͒ and their covariance is zero. A zero covariance does not necessarily imply independence.
Cross Correlated Demands and Hydraulic Performance

Analytical Model for Serial Systems
In this first case, an analytical model is presented to elucidate the influence of cross correlation in demands on the mean and variance of downstream pressure head ͑measure of hydraulic performance͒ in a series pipe system. The prototypical system considered is illustrated in Fig. 3 
where h p = fixed pumping ͑or supply͒ head ͑m͒; n = total number of serial demands; k i = pipe resistance ͑s 2 /m 5 ͒; ͑i͒ = operator that tallies downstream demand conveyed by pipe segment i ͑m 3 /s͒; ␣ = exponent in Darcy-Weisbach friction loss model ͑equal to 2͒; f i =Darcy-Weisbach friction factor; L i = length of pipe segment i ͑m͒; D i = inner diameter of pipe segment i ͑mm͒; and q i = individual demand at location i ͑m 3 /s͒. Note that only steady state pressures are considered in this paper. Dynamic pressures caused by hydraulic transient or waterhammer conditions are not considered.
First Moment of Hydraulic Performance
The expressions in ͑2͒-͑4͒ are written in more general form as h = G͑q 1 , q 2 , . . . ,q n ͒ where G͑·͒ϭmathematical function that "maps" an array of serial demands q i to a single scalar value of downstream pressure head h. With this analytical convenience, one can use the mean-centered, first-order method ͑MCFOM͒ to estimate the first and second moments ͑mean and variance͒ of a downstream pressure head. In an engineering analysis, the MCFOM is employed to generate moments of a dependent variable in terms of a straightforward function of the first two moments of the independent variable, since often only the first and second moments of the independent variables are known ͑Ben-jamin and Cornell 1970͒. Therefore, the method is a practical alternative to the derived probability distribution theory that transforms probability density functions ͑PDFs͒ of independent variables to a complete PDF of the dependent variable. To determine the first moment or mean of the pressure head, the function G͑·͒ is expanded as a multivariate Taylor series about a mean demand state, or the point at which all demands assume their mean value such that q i = i and the expected value of the expanded Taylor series is determined ͑Hahn and Shapiro 1967͒. The expression that results is
where E͑h , n͒ = mean of the downstream pressure head in a serial system with n imperfectly cross correlated demands ͑m͒; G͑ 1 , 2 , . . . , n ͒ = value of the downstream pressure head when demands assume their mean value ͑m͒;
= variance of the kth individual demand ͑m 6 /s 2 ͒; and k,l 2 = cross covariance between pair of demands q k and q l ͑m 6 /s 2 ͒. The analytical expression in ͑5͒ relates the mean of pressure head E͑h , n͒ directly to the variance k 2 of individual demands and the covariance k,l 2 of pairs of demands. The variance of demand at node k, or k 2 , is calculated as the average squared deviation of demand from its mean, or ͚͑q k − ͒ 2 from a time series of demand values taken from a supervisory, control, and data acquisition ͑SCADA͒ system. Similarly, the cross covariance between demands q k and q l is calculated as the average product of the deviations from their respective means with ͑1͒ and with a time series of demand pairs q k and q l collected from a SCADA system.
Second Moment of Hydraulic Performance
The variance of the downstream pressure head is determined by expanding the "mapping" function G͑·͒ about the mean demand state with a multivariate Taylor series approximation and then determining the variance of this expanded series. The expression that results is written as
where V͑h , n͒ = variance of the downstream pressure head in a serial system with n imperfectly correlated demands ͑m 2 ͒; and ‫ץ‬h / ‫ץ‬q k = first derivative of G͑·͒ evaluated at q k = k . Similar to the case of the mean, the analytical expression in ͑6͒ relates the variance V͑h , n͒ of pressure head directly to the variance k 2 of individual demands and the covariance k,l 2 of pairs of demands. Note that the Taylor series estimate of the mean in ͑5͒ is truncated after the second-order term and the Taylor series estimate of the variance in ͑6͒ is truncated after the first-order term. Since the pressure-flow relationship G͑·͒ in ͑2͒ is second-order accurate, the calculated mean in ͑5͒ is exact whereas the calculated variance in ͑6͒ is an approximation of the "true" variance of downstream pressure head.
Example 1: Transmission Main. The first example considers a transmission main ͑Fig. 3͒ with an upstream pumping station ͑acts as a fixed-head reservoir͒ and without tank storage. While it does not reflect the complexity of real systems, the transmission system is chosen expressly for its simplicity and to easily understand the link between cross correlated demands and hydraulic performance. The MCFOM is applied to the transmission main to calculate the first and second moments of downstream pressure head under different cross correlation conditions and different demand configurations ͑n = 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 individual demands͒. For each demand configuration, the cross correlation coefficient between pairs of demands is varied from 0.0 ͑uncorrelated͒ to 1.0 ͑strongly correlated͒. In the interest of simplicity, all pairs of demands are assumed to be identically cross correlated and are thus assigned identical cross correlation coefficients.
Users along the transmission main draw water from the upstream pumping station with a fixed head of 45.0 m to satisfy demands q 1 , q 2 , . . . ,q n at intermediate locations and the system terminus indicated in Fig. 3 . The main has length L = 1,300 m, diameter D = 711 mm, and Darcy-Weisbach friction coefficient f = 0.01. The entire length of the main is at a fixed datum of 0.0.
Since the mean and variance expressions in ͑5͒ and ͑6͒ do not explicitly account for the temporal variation of demand, any time step length can be selected for the transmission main example. The temporal variation of demand is implicitly defined in the coefficient of variation and the cross correlation coefficient defined below.
The statistical characteristics of each individual demand in Fig. 3 deserve further mention here. To provide a realistic comparison between demand configurations, the mean of the total demand ͑sum of individual demands q 1 , q 2 , . . . ,q n ͒ is held fixed at 0.75 m 3 /s ͑750 lps͒. ͓Note that when demands are set to their mean level, the pipe velocities fall below the maximum design value of 1.9 m / s ͑Walski et al. 2003͒ .͔ This implies that increasing the number of demand locations n produces a proportional decrease in the mean i of each demand such that
where = mean of total demand in system ͑m 3 /s͒; and i = mean of individual demand q i ͑m 3 /s͒. The variance of each individual demand q i is reduced when the number of demands n is increased. To simplify the analysis, the n individual demands in the transmission main are assumed to vary in accordance with a single coefficient of variation set to 0.40. The variance of each individual demand is thus calculated with
͑8͒
where i 2 = variance of individual demand ͑m 6 /s 2 ͒; and Cv= coefficient of variation. It is clear in ͑8͒ that the variance i of systems with different demand configurations. For example, a system with only two demand locations, equally spaced along the main, each with a mean of 0.375 m 3 /s ͑375 lps͒, will generate headlosses that exceed those in a main with, say, four equally spaced demands each with a mean of 0.1875 m 3 /s ͑187.5 lps͒. The reason for this is simple: Increasing the number of demand locations distributes the total demand into smaller parts, and each pipe segment carries a smaller flow and dissipates less energy. It is more convenient to compare two or more system configurations with a normalized parameter that accounts for only relative differences in hydraulic performance.
In this paper, the relative mean and variance of downstream pressure head are used to compare systems with different demand configurations. The relative mean is determined in a series of steps: ͑1͒ the mean downstream pressure head in the transmission main with n imperfectly cross correlated demands is calculated with the MCFOM in ͑5͒ and denoted as E͑h , n͒; ͑2͒ the mean downstream pressure head with n perfectly cross correlated demands is recalculated with the univariate version of the MCFOM in ͑5͒ and denoted as E͑h ,1͒. Here, the n individual demands change in unison with one another according to a univariate probability distribution ͑hence the 1 inside parentheses͒; and ͑3͒ the relative mean is calculated by dividing the mean downstream pressure head with imperfectly cross correlated demands E͑h , n͒ with its counterpart E͑h ,1͒. The resulting ratio of means ͑and variances͒ is dimensionless and can thus be used to assess fairly the hydraulic performance of systems across different configurations
The relationship between the cross correlation of demands and the mean of the downstream pressure head is illustrated in Fig. 4͑a͒ . In the transmission main, the relative mean downstream pressure head is insensitive to the cross correlation coefficient. In fact, varying the cross correlation coefficient from 0.0 to 1.0 leads to a decrease of only 0.3% ͑from 1.003 to 1.000͒ in the relative mean downstream pressure head when n = 2. This insensitivity stems from the second partial derivative terms in ͑5͒ which have a small magnitude for all values of n. A sensitivity analysis confirmed that the relative mean downstream pressure head is insensitive to cross correlation in demand over a wide range of lengths and Darcy-Weisbach friction factors. The downstream pressure head becomes sensitive to the level of cross correlation in demand only for small pipe diameters.
The relative variance of downstream pressure head is sensitive to the level of cross correlation in demand. The plots in Fig. 4͑b͒ clearly show that when the cross correlation coefficient is increased from 0.0 to 1.0, the relative variance of downstream pressure head V͑h , n͒ /V͑h ,1͒ increases by approximately 92% ͑from 0.52 to 1.0͒ when n = 2 and by just over 2,600% ͑from 0.04 to 1.0͒ when n = 32. The pronounced relationship between the relative variance of the downstream pressure head and the cross correlation coefficient is understood via the second derivative term in ͑6͒ which describes a first-order-and thus a significant-sensitivity to cross correlation between demands. The sensitive relationship between the relative variance of pressure and cross correlation in demand also has a physical basis. A cross correlation coefficient near zero means that demands are uncorrelated and vary independently from one another. This means that in many instances, high demands in one part of the system are balanced by low demands in other parts. This "demand-balancing" introduces a modest level of scatter in the pressure signal and yields a low variance of pressure. The opposite is true when demands are strongly correlated in space ͑cross correlation coefficient approaches 1.0͒ and demands are synchronous. Under these conditions, all demands are simultaneously high or low at any moment in time. Consequently, this high level of correlation between demand yields wide fluctuations in pressure and a correspondingly large variance in pressure.
The plot in Fig. 4͑b͒ also indicates that increasing the number of demands from n =2-32 will lower the relative variance of the downstream pressure head at a fixed level of cross correlation. This is explained by two factors. First, increasing the number of demand locations leads to a decrease in their variance according to the square of the mean i in ͑8͒. According to ͑6͒, decreasing the variance of demands will also decrease the variance of the downstream pressure head. Second, in a system with only two demands, both demands will be high on many occasions, and both demands will be low on a great many other occasions. This regime of demand variation will produce a large variance in pressure. By contrast, in a system with 32 demands, it is reasonable to expect that on only a small number of occasions will all 32 demands have a high or low value. Most of the time, there will be a number of demands that are low and a number of others that are high. This balancing of demands, or "staggering" effect, will tend to produce only small fluctuations in pressure and, consequently, a smaller variance in pressure than that observed in the system with two demands. A sensitivity analysis showed that the relative variance of pressure is highly sensitive to the level of cross correlation in demand and that this sensitivity remains high over a broad range of pipe diameters, friction factors, and pipe lengths. 
Simulation Model for Networks
Monte Carlo Simulation Algorithm Unlike transmission mains and other serial systems, the flows and pressures in looped distribution networks can only be computed by solving a system of equations with a numerical model. Here, a popular network model is coupled with MCS to compute statistics on the hydraulic performance of a looped network. The MCS algorithm is divided into four steps: ͑1͒ at the start of each time step ͑time step length is 1 d͒ a stochastic model generates n cross correlated network demands; ͑2͒ correlated demands are entered into the network solver EPANET2 ͑Rossman 2000͒ to compute pressure heads; ͑3͒ nodal pressure heads are used to update estimators of the mean and standard deviation in ͑11͒ and ͑12͒; and ͑4͒ the first three steps are repeated over 1 , 2 , . . . ,n r time steps until n r pressures have been generated
͑12͒
where h i = pressure head at a node calculated in run i ͑m͒; h = estimate of mean pressure head at a node ͑m͒; and s h = estimate of standard deviation of pressure head at a node ͑m͒.
Synthetic Demand Generation
The multivariate streamflow model proposed by Fiering ͑1964͒ is used to generate demands. This model was originally formulated to account for the lag-zero and lag-one cross correlation between streamflows at gauged sites. In the absence of any lag-one cross correlations, the general multivariate model then reduces to the simplified form
where X t = ͕x 1 ͑t͒ , x 2 ͑t͒ , . . . ,x n ͑t͖͒ϭn ϫ 1 vector whose kth element x k ͑t͒ = q k ͑t͒ − k ϭdemand deviate ͑relative to mean͒ observed at node k; B = coefficient matrix that produces a set of synthetic demands at node k that is statistically similar to the historical set of demands at node k in terms of the first three moments as well as the cross correlation structure between demands observed at pairs of nodes k and l; ⑀ t = ͕⑀ 1 ͑t͒ , ⑀ 2 ͑t͒ , . . . ,⑀ n ͑t͖͒ϭn ϫ 1 vector of identical, independently distributed ͑IID͒ standard normal random variates with mean zero and unit variance ͑without loss of generality, variates with other distributions may be similarly accommodated͒. In this model, individual demands q k ͑t͒ in the pipe network are unbounded ͑again without loss of generality since bounds may be readily applied͒. The coefficient matrix B is found through statistical analysis of demand data gathered in the field ͑e.g., from a SCADA system͒. First, an n ϫ n cross covariance matrix is defined to account for the cross correlation between pairs of demands in a water distribution system with n nodes. The general composition of this matrix is
The elements of the cross covariance matrix in ͑14͒ are covariance terms that measure the degree of cross correlation between pairs of demands. For example, the term 1,2 2 denotes the covariance between demands at Nodes 1 and 2. Each term in the cross covariance matrix is easily calculated with ͑1͒ and a time series of demand pairs from a data acquisition system. Since the cross covariance matrix is symmetrical, terms with indices in reverse order are equal ͑i.e., 1,2 2 = 2,1 2 ͒. Diagonal terms such as 1,1 2 denote the variance of demand at a particular node ͑in this case Node 1͒. Fiering ͑1964͒ showed that the lag-zero cross covariance matrix M 0 is related to the coefficient matrix B through the following relationship:
Once the covariance terms in M 0 have been calculated, the B matrix is solved recursively with a solution proposed by Young ͑1968͒ in which B is assumed to be lower triangular. The node parameters in Table 7a of Alperovitz and Shamir ͑1977͒ are used in this paper. The mean of each nodal demand is set to its deterministic value in Table 7a of Alperovitz and Shamir ͑1977͒. All demands are assumed to follow a normal distribution with a coefficient of variation ͑Cv͒ of 0.15 and to be cross correlated according to ͑14͒. In practice, most municipalities have only a few meters that record flow to large service areas or pressure zones. The skeletonized network of Alperovitz and Shamir ͑1977͒ represents such a situation, whereby each of the six nodes supplies a metered demand to a large service area. Node 1 is a clearwell with bottom elevation at 150.0 m and fixed water depth of 3.05 m ͑10 ft͒. Two pumps draw water from Node 1, each with a pump curve defined by the single point ͓42.0 m, 0.182 m 3 /s͔. A series of numerical experiments are run in which the cross correlation coefficient of all pairs of demands is systematically increased from 0.0 to 0.95. ͑Negative cross correlation between demands is not investigated in this work.͒ Each experiment is comprised of 10,000 time steps, each lasting 1 d, in which the pressure at Node 6 ͑critical node at high elevation and furthest from pumping station͒ is calculated. The mean and standard deviation of pressure head at Node 6 are based on the 10,000 estimates of pressure calculated in each experiment. For this first set of experiments, a valve in Pipe 9 is closed and Tank 8 is hydraulically disconnected from the network.
The simulations revealed a number of interesting points. First, the mean of pressure head at Node 6 is insensitive to the level of cross correlation between demands ͑not shown͒. However, a sensitivity analysis suggests that the mean of pressure head is sensitive to cross correlation levels only for small pipe diameters. The sensitivity of the mean pressure head to cross correlation is low over a broad range of pipe lengths and values of Hazen-Williams "C" factor.
Second, Fig. 6 indicates that the standard deviation of pressure head at Node 6 is highly sensitive to cross correlation between demands in the network when no storage is considered. As the cross correlation between demands is increased from 0.00 to 0.95, the standard deviation of pressure head at Node 6 increases by just under 115% ͑from 1.85 to 3.96 m͒. The physical reasoning for this sensitivity is similar to that of the transmission main example. It is acknowledged that most real systems include tank storage to equalize pressures during normal and peak times. Nevertheless, the results in Fig. 6 suggest that the standard deviation of pressure might still be sensitive to demand correlation at nodes located far away from tanks and pumping stations ͑and thus not under their hydraulic influence͒. Note that since a small coefficient of variation is used for all demands in this example ͑Cv= 0.15͒, the absolute value of standard deviation of pressure a Node 6 is correspondingly small. Kolmogorov-Smirnov testing indicated that the pressure head h i at Node 6 can reasonably be expected to follow a normal distribution. The standard deviation s h is thus assumed to follow a chi-squared distribution and 90% confidence limits are thus placed on it in Fig. 6 . The statistical errors associated with the data points in Fig. 6 are so small that the 90% confidence limits are not visible in this figure. A sensitivity analysis shows that the standard deviation of pressure remains high over a broad range of pipe diameters, Hazen-Williams "C" coefficients, and pipe lengths.
A second set of numerical experiments is performed-this time assuming that the valve in Pipe 9 is open and Tank 8 is hydraulically connected to the system. The top water level in Tank 8 assumes a range of values during normal and peak conditions. To reflect this, the water level in Tank 8 thus follows a normal probability density function with mean of 195.5 m and standard deviation of 0.26 m.
Connecting Tank 8 to the network affects the hydraulic network performance in sundry ways. First, it is the fluctuating water level in Tank 8-and not the fluctuations in correlated nodal demands-that governs the variation in pressure at Node 6. This is not surprising given the proximity of Tank 8 to Node 6. Second, the small tank level fluctuations cause only small variations in pressure at Node 6. This is evident in the small standard deviation of pressure of 0.27 m ͑not shown͒. More important, the sensitive relationship between the standard deviation of pressure head and cross correlation in demand disappears when Tank 8 is connected to the network. Here, the standard deviation of pressure head at Node 6 increases by only 8% ͑from 0.067 to 0.073 m͒ when cross correlation between nodal demands is increased from 0.0 to 0.95 ͑not shown͒.
Cross-Correlated Demands and Network Cost
Recent research has investigated how uncertainty in demands can affect the hydraulic reliability and capital cost of distribution networks. Lansey et al. ͑1989͒, Xu and Goulter ͑1999͒, and Kapelan et al. ͑2004͒ found that a large scatter ͑or standard deviation͒ in nodal demands tends to lower network reliability and increase the size and cost of pipes, pumps, and tanks needed to achieve an acceptable level of reliability. More recently, Tolson et al. ͑2004͒, Babayan et al. ͑2005͒, and Kapelan et al. ͑2005͒ found that increasing the cross correlation level between nodal demands leads to higher capital costs for a given level of reliability. However, these researchers do not discuss how costs are linked to cross correlation in demand. From this starting point, a second set of numerical experiments is performed to investigate to what extent cross correlation in demand can affect network costs, at different reliability levels.
In these experiments, the diameter of Pipes 2-8 are uniformly increased from 305 to 711 mm. The cost of each network design is calculated with the pipe cost in Table 6c of Alperovitz and Shamir ͑1977͒. Pipes with a diameter ranging from 559 to 711 mm have a unit pipe cost that is linearly extrapolated from the Alperovitz and Shamir data. Each network design is simulated over 10,000 time steps, each lasting 1 d. Reliability is measured as the proportion of times the pressure head at Node 6 is above the minimum allowable limit of 30.0 m reported in Alperovitz and Shamir ͑1977͒.
The plot in Fig. 7 graphs pipe costs ͑y-axis͒ against reliability ͑x-axis͒ for when demands are uncorrelated ͑cross-correlation coefficient ij = 0.0͒, moderately correlated ͑ ij = 0.5͒; and strongly correlated ͑ ij = 0.95͒ in space. Note that the valve in Pipe 9 is closed and Tank 8 is disconnected from the network. The plot shows that, at high levels of reliability, an increasing strength of cross correlation between demands leads to a significant increase in pipe cost. The reason being that a high level of coordination ͑or correlation͒ between demands leads to larger fluctuations in pressure, more frequent violations of the 30.0 m minimum, and thus larger pipe sizes to maintain a certain level of reliability.
Interestingly, the opposite is true when reliability is at a low level ͑below 0.5͒ in Fig. 7 . Here, pipe costs are higher when demands are weakly correlated than when they are strongly correlated in space. Put differently, for the same pipe cost, reliability is higher in a network with strongly correlated demands than in a network with weakly correlated demands. The reason for this counterintuitive result is traced to the mean and standard deviation of pressure head at Node 6. The network with 406 mm diameter pipes is used as a test example here. In Fig. 7 , this network has a pipe cost of $0.63 million, a reliability of 0.23 when demands are weakly correlated, and a reliability of 0.36 when demands are strongly correlated. Testing showed that when demands are weakly correlated ͑ ij = 0.0͒ in this network, the mean pressure is 28.4 m and the standard deviation is 2.14 m. This is indicated in Fig. 8͑a͒ which plots pressure head at Node 6 for the first 50 time steps of the simulation. When demands are strongly correlated ͑ ij = 0.95͒, the mean pressure sits slightly lower at 28.2 m but the standard deviation is larger at 4.45 m ͓Fig. 8͑b͔͒. Since in both cases the mean of pressure is below the minimum of 30.0 m, strongly correlated demands ͓Fig. 8͑b͔͒ will cause larger fluctuations in pressure ͑higher standard deviation͒ and increase the proportion of times the pressure at Node 6 rises above the 30.0 m minimum. This means that for a fixed level of cost, increasing the coordination, or cross correlation, between demands will actually improve the network reliability. Tolson et al. ͑2004͒ and Kapelan et al. ͑2005͒ have encountered this phenomenon in their work but have made no attempts to describe it.
An additional numerical experiment is run to explore how tank storage can lower pipe cost in the network. In this experiment, the valve in Pipe 9 is opened and Tank 8 is connected to the network. The diameter of Pipes 2-8 are uniformly increased from 305 to 711 mm and the pipe cost and reliability of each design is indicated on the curve labeled "Uncorrelated ͑Tank 8 Connected͒" in Fig. 7 . ͑In this experiment, demands are assumed to be uncorrelated in space ͑ ij = 0.0͒, and the tank level fluctuations follow a normal distribution with a mean of 195.5 m and standard deviation of 0.26 m.͒ Not surprising, Fig. 7 suggests that connecting Tank 8 to the network dramatically lowers pipe cost at all reliability levels at Node 6. The reason being that Tank 8 shortens the source-to-consumption path to Node 6 and eliminates the need for large pipes ͑and large pipe costs͒ to minimize losses between the pumping station and Node 6. The cost of Tank 8 is not included in Fig. 7 .
A final experiment is run to see whether the level of cross correlation in demand changes pipe cost for a fixed level of reliability when Tank 8 is connected to the network. The results ͑not shown͒ indicate only marginal changes in pipe cost when demands are uncorrelated ͑ ij = 0.0͒, moderately correlated ͑ ij = 0.5͒; and strongly correlated ͑ ij = 0.95͒ in space. The reason being that it is the water level variation in Tank 8-and not the cross correlation between demands-that determines pressure at Node 6 and the reliability of the system.
The estimate of reliability R in Fig. 7 is calculated as R = ⌺Z i / n r . The term Z i is a Bernoulli random variable that is equal to 1 if pressure at Node 6 is at or above the minimum level of 30.0 m, and equal to 0 if the pressure is below the 30.0 m minimum. The term n r denotes the number of 1 d time steps in the simulation. By the central limit theorem, the estimate of reliability R is normally distributed with mean R ͑Milton and Arnold 1995͒. The 90% confidence limits on R indicated in Fig. 7 are thus R ± z 0.05
The results above raise a number of important points about assumptions made in water distribution design. In extended period simulation ͑EPS͒ it is common to assume that diurnal demands-whether they are taken across different user classes or within a single user class-are very strongly correlated in space when they may be weakly or moderately correlated. Consequently, the assumption of strong correlation may yield wide fluctuations in pressure ͑especially in networks without storage͒, and create a need for larger pipe sizes-and higher costs-to ensure that a minimum pressure constraint is not violated. If a chanceconstrained design optimization model is used, then enforcing a strong cross correlation between demands may lead to the oversizing of pipes-with higher costs-to achieve a desired reliability, especially in networks without storage. In networks with existing storage, the assumed level of cross correlation between demands may have little impact on pressure variation, except at distant nodes that are only slightly influenced by the hydraulic behavior of pumps and tanks.
The two examples of this paper suggest that collecting data on Fig. 7 . Pipe cost versus hydraulic reliability for: ͑a͒ uncorrelated demands ͑Tank 8 disabled͒; ͑b͒ moderately correlated demands ͑Tank 8 disabled͒; ͑c͒ strongly cross correlated demands ͑Tank 8 disabled͒; and ͑d͒ uncorrelated demands ͑Tank 8 connected͒ Fig. 8 . Pressure at Node 6 in network with 406 mm pipes versus time for: ͑a͒ weakly correlated demands; ͑b͒ strongly correlated demands
